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PeopleRules, grading, etc.

Lectures

1) Every Tuesday 14:15-16:00

2) The slides from the lectures will be provided at:

https://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~lukaskoz/teaching/adp/

or 

https://moodle.mimuw.edu.pl/course/view.php?id=2110

Key: pV2C6>.9

Data analysis and visualization

https://www.mimuw.edu.pl/~lukaskoz/teaching/adp/


PeopleRules, grading, etc.

During the course, laboratories it is assumed that you use 
Ubuntu/Debian 

(no help for Windows, Mac users will be provided)

ADP



PeopleOutline ADP

1. Data formats in bioinformatics.

2. Popular software libraries (BioPerl, BioPython).

3. Most important bioinformatics databases (UniProt, PDB, 
RefSeq, GenBank, ENA, InterPro, etc.)

4. Software licensing for scientific purposes. Free-software 
licensing. Patents.

5. Generic model Organism database (GMOD) project - 
assumptions, history and usage.

6. Genome browsers, problem description and state of the 
solutions.



PeopleOutline ADP

7. Version control systems (CVS, SVN, git), and online 
collaboration ad distribution platforms (github, sourceforge).

8. Software testing, automated testing frameworks.

9. Scientific workflow systems - taverna and galaxy. 
MyExperiment platform. Reproducible research.

10. Literate programming idea and sweave, markdown, 
software documentation.

11. Interactive scripting platforms, Rstudio, Jupyter.

12. High-performance computing, HPC



PeopleRules, grading, etc.

The final score (grade) for the course depends on:

1) Homeworks – 25%
2) Essay - 25%
3) Project – 50%

The homework: after some laboratories there will be homework that need to be sent 
before next unit

The essay: mini-review about specific bioinformatics topic

Before the student will be allowed to pass the project (s)he need to get 60% from the 
homeworks and essay. During last two-three laboratories students will present their topic 
in front of the class.

The project: given the subject the student(s) will need to prepare the presentation 
explaining the scope and the work done. The project is about making some work with 
selected the software.

ADP

The will be no checking of the presence during lectures



PeopleRules, grading, etc.

Exemplary subjects

Review about available software for:
– Structural biology (proteins, RNA, drugs)
– Phylogenetics
– Chemoinformatics
– Data warehouse in bioinformatics (e.g. Biomart)
– Genomics (e.g. chip-seq)
– Machine learning (clustering, classification, deep learning, etc.)
– Image processing from microscopes/scanners etc.
– own suggestions ...?

You have 1 week to decide/find/book the subject. At the next 
laboratory, you should make suggestions about the topic and 
then you will have 1 month to prepare it. 

ADP



PeopleRules, grading, etc.

Homeworks

1) Frequently, there will homework after laboratory (it will be either the 
solutions from the laboratory itself or some extra exercise(s) similar to the 
one done during laboratories).

2) In order to pass given laboratory you need to send email with the 
solutions to lukaskoz@mimuw.edu.pl

ADP

mailto:lukaskoz@mimuw.edu.pl


PeopleRules, grading, etc.

Homeworks

3) The email with homework need to have specific structure:

a) The subject: ADP24_labN_hw_Surname_Name
e.g. ADP24_lab1_hw_Kozlowski_Lukasz

Note underscores, lack of special letters and the order of the parts 

b) no text body in the email

c) single standard attachment with the same name compressed with 7z
(do not use external services for the attachments like dropbox, google 
drive, aspera, usos, etc.)

e.g. ADP24_lab1_hw_Kozlowski_Lukasz.7z

The content and the structure of the attachment is laboratory specific and 
it will be explained separately

ADP



PeopleRules, grading, etc.

Homeworks

Deadline

For the homework there is only one (for all weeks) and it is 
Monday 23:59 CET (GMT+1 Winter and GMT+2 Summer)

Each week delay will be a awarded by handicap/offset of -7.5% of the 
score (and remember that you need on average 60% to pass)

ADP



- optimize the size of files

- do not use special letters in file names e.g. Polish 

- do not use Polish (everything should be in English)

- always add legends and descriptions for the plots

- README

- LICENSE

- etc. 
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 follow the golden rule: 

one functionality, one (python) script

Thus:

- do not overuse jupyter

- do not overuse any web browser solutions
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 follow the golden rule: 

one functionality, one (python) script

Thus:

- do not overuse jupyter

- do not overuse any web browser solutions

- make proper project structure

Be prepared to present everything as static file 
(preferably pdf) 
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 follow the golden rule: 

one plot, one (python) script

Thus:

- do not overuse jupyter

- do not overuse any web browser solutions

- make proper project structure

Be prepared to present everything as static file 
(preferably pdf) 

 

 



PeoplePython

Python was conceived in the late 1980s

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Python_Concepts

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Python_Programming

https://pl.wikibooks.org/wiki/Zanurkuj_w_Pythonie 

Guido van Rossum

ADP

https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Python_Concepts
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/Python_Programming


PeoplePython

Python was conceived in the late 1980s

- scripting language (no compilation)

- uses whitespace indentation, rather 

 than curly brackets or keywords, 

 to delimit blocks

- we use python3 instead python2

Guido van Rossum

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Og847HVwRSI

ADP



PeopleProgramming language

This is not python programming course and it means that you know basic 
programming or you must learn the basics within short time 

ADP



PeopleProgramming language

This is not python programming course and it means that you know basic 
programming or you must learn the basics within short time 

1. Dive Into Python 3 (also in Polish, check on wikibooks)

2. Python Data Analysis, Ivan Idris, 2014

3. Python for Data Analysis, Wes MacKinney, 2013

ADP



PeopleProgramming language

This is not python programming course and it means that you know basic 
programming or you must learn the basics within short time 

We will use a number of general python libraries useful for bioinformatics 
such as:

jupyter, numpy, scipy, pandas, matplotlib, sckit-
learn, seaborn, and many others

Additionally, we will use domain specific libraries e.g. biopython

ADP



PeopleData processing

We will use (and compare) different formats such as general ones (csv, 
xml, json, etc.) and domain specific 

This means that you will need to write custom parsers* as well.

ADP



PeopleData processing

We will use (and compare) different formats such as general ones (csv, 
xml, json, etc.) and domain specific 

This means that you will need to write custom parsers* as well.

* during labs frequently you will be asked to implement simple functionalities even if some 
libraries are available 

ADP



DATA FORMATS
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PeopleData formats

> >
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> >
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PeopleData formats

Other popular delimiters include the tab (\t), colon (:) and semi-
colon (;) characters. Properly parsing a CSV file requires us to 
know which delimiter is being used.

ADP



PeopleData formats

Other popular delimiters include the tab (\t), colon (:) and semi-
colon (;) characters. Properly parsing a CSV file requires us to 
know which delimiter is being used.

CSV files are very easy to work with programmatically. Any 
language that supports text file input and string manipulation 
(like Python) can work with CSV files directly.

ADP



PeopleData formats

Other popular delimiters include the tab (\t), colon (:) and semi-
colon (;) characters. Properly parsing a CSV file requires us to 
know which delimiter is being used.

CSV files are very easy to work with programmatically. Any 
language that supports text file input and string manipulation 
(like Python) can work with CSV files directly.

Nice to work with unix commands like: head, tail, split, cat, etc.

ADP



PeopleData formats

https://realpython.com/python-csv/
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PeopleData formats

https://realpython.com/python-csv/
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PeopleData formats

https://realpython.com/python-csv/

import csv

import pandas

ADP



PeopleData formats

https://realpython.com/python-csv/

import csv

import pandas
df = pandas.read_csv('hrdata.csv')
print(df)

ADP
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PeopleData formats

https://www.programiz.com/python-programming/json

 MUST be in UTF-8

ADP



PeopleData formats

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/712791/what-are-the-
differences-between-json-and-simplejson-python-modules

JSON libraries in python: 

simplejson, ujson, cjson, ...

ADP
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PeopleData formats

xml.etree.ElementTree

xml.dom.minidom

etree.XMLParser() [from lxml)

ADP



PeopleData formats

XML is not known for being short and sweet

Human-readable, although …

you can get lost in-between all the tags in-front of your eyes

ADP



PeopleData formats

Parquet (Apache) – column based format

Avro (Hadoop) – row based format

ADP



PeopleData formats

https://blog.mbedded.ninja/programming/serialization-
formats/a-comparison-of-serialization-formats/

ADP



PeopleData formats

https://blog.mbedded.ninja/programming/serialization-
formats/a-comparison-of-serialization-formats/

ADP
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PeopleData formats

Gene symbols:
SEPT2 (Septin 2) --> ‘2-Sep’
MARCH1 [Membrane-Associated Ring Finger (C3HC4) 1] --> ‘1-Mar’

RIKEN identifiers:
‘2310009E13’ --> ‘2.31E+13’

ADP



PeopleData formats

Gene symbols:
SEPT2 (Septin 2) --> ‘2-Sep’
MARCH1 [Membrane-Associated Ring Finger (C3HC4) 1] --> ‘1-Mar’

RIKEN identifiers:
‘2310009E13’ --> ‘2.31E+13’
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PeopleData formats ADP

Domain specific formats

Bioinformatics



PeopleData formats ADP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format


PeopleData formats ADP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTQ_format


PeopleBiology ADP
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Data formats ADP

Few words about proteins

Protein modeling 

(USCF Chimera)

Protein disorder

http://iimcb.genesilico.pl/metadisorder/protein_disorder_intrinsically_unstructured_proteins_
gallery_images.html

http://iimcb.genesilico.pl/metadisorder/protein_disorder_intrinsically_unstructured_proteins_gallery_images.html
http://iimcb.genesilico.pl/metadisorder/protein_disorder_intrinsically_unstructured_proteins_gallery_images.html


Data formats ADP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_Data_Bank_(file_format) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protein_Data_Bank_(file_format


Data formats ADP

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallographic_Information_File 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystallographic_Information_File


Thank you for your time
and

See you at the next lecture

Any other 

questions & comments

lukaskoz@mimuw.edu.pl
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